From the KYVL website, www.kyvl.org, choose from one of the following dropdown menus.

**CHOOSE BY PROVIDER & DATABASE:**

From the **Databases** menu, choose the A to Z list for a list of all resources available from KYVL.

Or choose the content provider, such as EBSCO, to see a list of all resources from EBSCO. Choose a resource from EBSCO individually to search.

**EXAMPLE: CHOOSING A SPECIFIC RESOURCE OR DATABASE**

If the goal is AP exam preparation materials, choose LearningExpress from the Databases menu. Next, select the College Preparation Center and login to LearningExpress with your personal login. [register first]

If you need high-level articles that are more academic, choose EBSCO and then Academic Search Complete.

If your interests are general and you need some background on a topic, choose Britannica or Scholastic for encyclopedias.

If you are seeking reading material, need a book recommendation or particular book in a series, choose NoveList.

If you need general interest articles, from magazines only, choose EBSCO and either MAS Ultra or MasterFILE.

If you need historical primary resources, such as an essay from Lincoln, choose Annals of American History.

If you need viewpoints for a pro/con argument, check out Gale in Context: Opposing Viewpoints.

**OR, CHOOSE BY SCHOOL LEVEL:**

Another option is to use the **For K12 Students** menu.

Under For K12 Students, select the High option for resources appropriate for high school students.
EXAMPLE: CHOOSE BY SCHOOL LEVEL - HIGH school

The KYVL website has a QuickSearch in the blue banner to conduct a quick search of appropriate resources. Choose High School from the dropdown menu and enter search terms. Click Go.

The search results can be limited by year, narrowed by type such as magazine or academic journal, and more.

KYVL QuickSearch

for High School

Find thousands of magazines and journals... Go

WHAT ARE SPECIFIC RESOURCES FOR HIGH SCHOOL?:

The High school page also has links to all databases relevant to high school level research. Here are some highlighted resources.

If you have any questions, Submit a Question to KYVL staff at http://ask.kyvl.org or ask your school librarian.

NOTE: If you are away from school, you will be prompted to login with the KYVL userid and password for your school after you choose a database. ID: Password: 
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